Features of Weediness of the Field by Root Residues of Corn
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Abstract - The presence of a large amount of root residues after harvesting corn creates problems for the processing of the field. On the basis of field and laboratory studies, the character of weediness and the main physical and morphological characteristics of rhizomes were revealed. Analysis of the variation curves of the dimensional characteristics of root residues and the mass graphical dependences of rhizomes made it possible to develop a general approach to freeing fields from plant residues of corn.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existing knowledge regarding the use of plant residues of maize for energy purpose gives reason to determine the urgent tasks of research on this problem. The main ones are:

– development of a yearbook for the study of the nature of weediness of the field by plant residues of corn and methods for processing experimental data;

– development of methods for the efficient use of plant residues in energy production;

– the development of field processing methods after harvesting corn and other thick-stemmed crops;

– development and creation of appropriate agricultural machinery.

Common shortcomings in the work of research institutions conducting research on the effective use of plant residues are insufficiently comprehensive research, as well as, insufficient effectiveness of coordination of scientific work.

The capacity of the corn root system largely depends on the nature of the soil and its moisture: on loosened and moderately moist soils the root system develops better than on dense and very moist, as well as excessively dry soils.

Scientific research is devoted to processing problems [3, 4]. They have proposed a mechanized technology the essence of which lies in multi-pass disking in different directions with heavy disk tools.

Milling solid is considered more efficient [5,6]. Scientists of NRC (National Research Center) “Institute for Mechanization and Electrification of agriculture” (settlement of town type Glevakha) after to pre-crush surface leaf and stem mass by forager drums.

The only rational recommended mechanized technology of grinding leaf-stem and root mass before the tillage of the soil is absent in Ukraine. Therefore there is an acute production problem that requires a scientific and applied solution.

In solving this problem at the first stage, we see the classical scheme, namely:
— study of the processing object;
— analysis of existing methods and studies of studying the contamination of the field by root residues;
— conducting research on fixing the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of rhizomes and ground parts of corn;
— data processing and search for solutions to free the field from corn residues.

Some studies of the state of weediness of the field after harvesting corn were considered by the authors earlier [7-9].

The main purpose of field contamination is: a study of the processing object of root residues as elements that need to be crushed in time and embedded into the soil.

The list of issues under study includes: determination of the dimensional characteristics of rhizomes and ground parts, study of corn rhizomes to determine the location of their bulk and the required depth of processing.

The results obtained will be the basis for further engineering decisions for developing machine designs, selecting a technological scheme; determining technological parameters.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

To find ways and means of solving this problem you should carefully examine the state of the field.

Stubble after corn harvesting was chosen as the field littered by root residues of thick-stem crops.

The technique of conducting research into the nature of the field contamination by root residues of corn is shown in Figure 1.

**CONDUCTING A STUDY OF THE NATURE OF THE WEED INFESTATION BY ROOT RESIDUES OF CORN**

- Experimental research tools
- Experimental data processing technique
- Analysis of weediness state of the field surface by root residues after corn harvesting

**BASIC PARAMETERS OF ROOT RESIDUES OF CORN**

- Field studies of the distribution of the dimensional characteristics of rhizomes and ground parts
- Laboratory studies of the volume of rhizomes

**Experimental definition:**
- rhizome height;
- rhizome diameter;
- ground part height;
- ground part diameter.

**Experimental definition:**
- the shape and morphology of rhizomes;
- the percentage of mass at different depths of rhizomes;
- construction of mass graphic characteristics.

**Fig. 1. Methods of researching the nature of the field contamination by root residues of corn**

Experimentaly there were determined (Figure 2):

1. Plant residues diameters:
   - rhizomes diameters $d_k;
   - ground parts diameters $d_n$.
2. Plant residues height:
   - rhizomes height (provisionally) $h_k;
   - ground parts height (provisionally) $h_n$.

**Fig. 2. Measurements scheme rhizomes: $d_k$ – rhizome diameter, $d_n$ – ground part diameter, $h_k$ – rhizome height; $h_n$ – ground part height.**
Planning tests and processing the results obtained was carried out according to the existing techniques of field and engineering experiments [8]. Measurement variability of the object studied was determined by variant rows and variant curves.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Useful experimental studies of the weediness of the field by root residues of thick-stem crops were carried out on the experimental field of Podolsky state agrarian and technological university.

Soil type – chernozem (black earth zone) ordinary, slightly humus. Background – stubble after corn harvesting.

Processing the experimental data according to the method described above, a series of variation curves was obtained from which above given parameters were calculated.

The research results are as follows:

a) Results of the distribution of dimensional characteristics of rhizomes and ground parts.

– Characteristics of the height and diameter of the rhizome (Fig. 3).

![Fig. 3. Research results: a) rhizome height (M = 8.9 cm; σ = 1.4 cm); b) rhizome diameter (M = 14.4 cm; σ = 2.5 cm)](image)

- Examine the research data found: \( h_{\text{max}} = 13 \text{ cm} \), \( h_{\text{min}} = 6 \text{ cm} \), \( d_{\text{max}} = 20 \text{ cm} \), \( d_{\text{min}} = 8.5 \text{ cm} \).

- Characteristics of the height and diameter of the ground part (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 4. Research results: a) ground part height (M = 15.2 cm; σ = 3.7 cm); b) ground part diameter (M = 17.5 mm; σ = 3.0 mm)](image)

b) Research of maize rhizomes to determine their main mass location and the required depth of cultivation was carried out in laboratory conditions on samples taken on separate experimental plots.

Calculations were carried out according to the formula:

\[
m_{(0...n)} = \frac{m_{(0...n)}}{m_{\text{tot}}} \times 100
\]

where \((m_{0...n}, \%)\) – the percentage of mass at a depth of 0 to \( n \) cm, %; 

\(m_{(0...n)}\) – rhizomes mass for each centimeter from 0 to \( n \) cm, g; 

\(m_{\text{tot}}\) – total mass of a rhizome, g.

The results of calculations are shown in Fig. 5.

The results of calculations are shown in Fig. 5.

![Rhizome mass: 1st sample 42 gr. 2nd sample 38 gr.](image)
- the variance or standard deviation of all measurements is quite significant that is significant variation of parameters (within M = 3±σ);

- the medium-arithmetic development of height of the rooster (rhizome) Mc = 8,9 cm with with variation curve is visible that the basic part of the heights lies in the limits of 7,5 – 10 cm. This indicates that for treatment (cultivation) of the rooting system considering the degree of crushing, it is enough to enhance the working body in 8…9 cm;

- average arithmetic deviation of the diameter of the rhizome Mr = 14,4 cm, and the main part of measurements lies within 12,5…18,5 cm; therefore the required row cultivation width is at least 20cm;

- the average value of the height of the ground part (cutting height) is 15,2cm which meets the agrotechnical requirements of corn harvesting.

2. Considering the obtained statistical quantitative data of debris and their quantitative characteristics:

- the presence of a large amount of crop residues makes it difficult to cultivate the soil and worsen the further use of the field which requires carrying out operations to free the fields from coarse plant residues, more over, given the fibrous structure of corn stalks, it can be concluded that for grinding the corn crop residues it is necessary to use working bodies that cut rather than break the stems, provide a sufficient degree of grinding, good sealing and mixing with the soil.

- processing to free the field from root residues, as noted above, must be carried out to the depth of the main roots. Since the energy consumption of the process is directly proportional to the processing depth, the processing depth must be taken within 7…9cm.
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